












To decide:

Clarify some points-
Consider next steps, immediate and medium term-

Points of clarification:

Does this prompt other actions / concerns beyond extracting lessons to learn?  

Demands of managers in and support for them.  Role of unions - then and now.

1.

Commission to BA / NR on this: what are the areas that we want to review?  
People Survey scores etc. What are the informal mechanisms in

response to early warning signs?  What are the processes, systems, roles etc that are 
needed.  DRAFT THIS FOR CONSIDERATION.
Consider Gillian's role in this? Do we want to formalise something along those lines?
Role of the Unions - not involved at the tim
Being alert to the intensity of the time as something which can over-ride usual 
processes - in these moments it becomes even more important that these lines are 
open.

2. Are we expecting any more complaints?

SCS role - are there any questions to raise about the role of the SCS; 3.

Support for individuals etc.4.

Reflections: 

It is in our make-up as civil servants to look out for ministers. Out on a limb /isolated.  We 
soaked up a lot for the organisation.

-

Much broader significance around  at work beyond the specifics of the harassment-
Misplaced loyalty out of the best professional intentions gave rise to blurred lines and lack of 
boundaries and safeguards.  Lack o  iversity of thought meant the seriousness of 
accumulated incidents was lost - intensity of the culture generates  this. 

-

Next steps:

Agree that there is cause for concern; not an easy decision, knows this could be a very difficult 
situation ahe  but have to face up to this in line with our integrity and values.  About the 
organisation and looking out for staff. 

-

Define commission for BA / NR-
Need confirmation from individuals that they are content with the material -   subject to 
amendment; awaiting response.

-

Perm Sec to meet with complainants and tell them that she is taking forward-
Perm Sec not to meet witnesses at this stage. Need to support them but allow them to remain 
at some distance - informal support role for BA? 

-

Ongoing advice on the process / support to individuals + witnesses [range of options]-

LE amendments○
We have handled this with the utmost care and commitment to confidentiality.  Only ○

Letter to FFM:-

Perm Sec - report
26 February 2018 09:56
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spoken to an immediate set of complainants and witnesses.  Realise not easy for you nor 
for complainants.
We don't have sanction so this is a private communication ○
Duty of care to staff to listen, follow the process and to learn lessons.○
Engage with process through the investigation○
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OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE 

List of enclosures for Permanent Secretary: 
Report
Witness Statements (anonymised)
Legal Advice
Draft of Letter to former First Minister

Potential actions for Permanent Secretary in line with the process for handling harassment
complaints against current and former ministers: 

The first stage is for the Permanent Secretary to review the causes for concern list within the report 
and determine whether there is a case or not to go to FFM. 

No cause for concern
If the Permanent Secretary decides there are no causes for concern, the Permanent Secretary can
then instruct Barbara Allison and Nicola Richards to review any organisational lea ning. 

The investigation will be recorded within SG only. 

Please refer to legal advice. 

Cause for concern - stages in the process in line with policy 

Offer opportunity for FFM to respond to the issues. This would require the Permanent Secretary 
to test in advance how best to contact him and then write to FFM or his representatives (draft 
letter attached). Requesting response within 2 weeks 

Scenarios for potential FFM response: 

1. FFM engages in the process and agrees to be interviewed the Investigating Officer will
interview him and this may require fur her investigative interviews.

2. FFM provides a written account. Again this may require further investigative interviews.

3. FFM declines to respond. At this stage the report would be finalised and submitted to the
Permanent Secretary who in turn would notify the First Minister and party leader. The party
leader would be the responsible for determining further action.

4. FFM initiates other a tions outlined in the accompanying legal advice (please refer)
If FFM responds in a way that accords with scenarios 1 or 2, the Investigating Officer will take 
forward necessary steps and revise the report for Permanent Secretary. 
The Permanent Secretary will consider the revised report and whether the complaints arewell 
founded. The outcome is recorded in the Scottish Government and the Permanent Secretary 
should decide whether any further actions are needed including lessons learned. 
Permanent Secretary will discuss the report with the party leader/First Minister.
Once the report is shared with the First Minister and Party Leader the Permanent Secretary can 
then instruct Barbara Allison and Nicola Richards to review the organisational learning. This will
consider the organisational learning on specific issues; the culture that allowed these to be 
normalised/tolerated; line management responsibilities and organisational support to them. 

4. FFM4. FFM initiatesinitiates
If FFM responds in aIf FFM responds in a
forward necessary steps and revise the report for Permanent Secretary.forward necessary steps and revise the report for Permanent Secretary.
The Permanent Secretary will consider the revised report and whether the complaintThe Permanent Secretary will consider the revised report and whether the complaint
founded. The outcome is recorded in the Scottish Government and the Permanent Secretaryfounded. The outcome is recorded in the Scottish Government and the Permanent Secretary
should decide whether any further actions are needed including lessons learned.should decide whether any further actions are needed including lessons learned.
Permanent Secretary will discuss the report with thePermanent Secretary will discuss the report with the
Once the report isOnce the report is shared with the First Minister and Party Leader
then instruct Barbara Allison and Nicola Richards to review the organisational learning. This willthen instruct Barbara Allison and Nicola Richards to review the organisational learning. This will
considerconsider the org
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OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE 

Communications and handling

- -will produce 
final report which will be an edited version of the initial fuller version mindful of our DPA
responsibilities in relation to our staff

- Lines / handling BA/NR to consider and prepare media lines and re ial FOI
enquiries.

Support in place for staff 
Named HR person regular check in
Keil coaching support
Named regular check in
Time off
Meeting with Permanent Secretary
Organisational protection if their identity was leaked if their ames are disclosed we would
need to reinforce our support. Please refer to accom anying legal advice.
Support with police involvement if the complainers wish o take their omplaints to the police.
Maintain our position in public communications

media lines and pre ial FOI

identity was leakedleaked if their names are disclosedif their names are disclosed
Please refer to accompanying legal advice.Please refer to accompanying legal advice.

the complainers wish to take their complaints to the police.the complainers wish to take their complaints to the police.
Maintain our position in public communicationsMaintain our position in public communications



[Redacted] 

26 Feb - Report Review 
23 February 2018 

08:28 

Perm Sec 

Meeting 

Question marks? 

What happens next - timeline 

4 Questions 

INV300 

1 Does this prompt other action or concerns internally? EG [Redacted]. Qualitative issues re 

management actions; role of the unions - then and now. - Commission NR and BA. GR role -

foundation going forward? Role of the union? 

2 are we anticipating more complaints? 

3 Directors - [Redacted] 

4 Support for complainers, witnesses, resources and collateral damage. 

LE Thoughts 

Interesting quotes which resonated - in our make up to protect witnesses, soaked up a lot for the 

organisation. 

Dignity at work, transgression of the ministerial code. Is a more complex and wider issue - men 

bullied too. 

CS cover and misplaced loyalty and tolerance due to the best of professional intelligence. 

Points to an absence of chalJenge and lack of diversity of views 

Letter 

Minor changes= our commitment to privacy - state only few people are aware (to give him every 

opp to keep it private). Private and duty of care to staff. Not mischievous or motivated by anything 

other than duty of care to staff. Need better balance of process and not easy for him or us and is 

well intentioned by us. 

When should LE meet with people? 

LE will speak to [Ms A] and notify her will be taking action. Appoint a [Redacted] - BA? Notify 

witnesses not to be involved - so has not cause for allegations of inappropriate allegations. LE to 

see other witnesses at point to be decided - not too soon. Not to see witnesses until the END of the 

process - the conclusion. 
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